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1.What task can you perform in the SAP Data Services Management Console? Note: There are 3 
correct answers to this question 
A. Debug a dataflow to find data issues 
B. Display the optional Validation Transform statistics 
C. View the rows and the values being loaded  
D. Schedule a job for daily execution 
E. Display trace and monitor and error logs. 
Answer: A,B,D 
 
2.You modified an existing SAP data Services job. You notice that the run time is now longer then expected. 
Where in SAP Data Services can you observe the progress of row counts to determine the location of a 
bottleneck 
A. On the view data tab 
B. In the impact and lineage analysis 
C. In the monitor log 
D. In the trace log 
Answer: C 
 
3.What is the SAP Data services Dataflow auditing feature used for? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this 
question. 
A. To count the number of rows processed at user defined points to collect runtime statistics 
B. To define rules based on the number of records processed overall once the dataflow is finished 
C. to define rules that each record processed by the dataflow has to comply with 
D. To view the data as it is processed by the dataflow in order to ensure its correctness 
Answer: A,C 
 
4.What does the expression SUBSTR(FIRST NAME, 1,3) return? 
A. U 
B. M 
C. FIR 
D. IRS 
Answer: C 
 
5.In SAP Data Services why would you select the produce default output checkbox in the Case transform? 
A. To output all rows that match the case statement 
B. to output all rows that do match exactly one case expression 
C. To output all rows to the default path regardless if the they match the case expressions. 
D. To output all rows that do not match any case expression to the default path 
Answer: D 
 
 


